House wiring diagram uk

See this page for the changes in cable colours. Please note that all electrical wiring and
installation details given on diydata. From 1st January , the Building Regulations Part P
requires, in England and Wales, that only certified persons can carryout electrical installation
work, or the work must be certified upon completion - see this page for more details. In modern
domestic properties in the UK, the main electric lighting circuits are separate from the power
ring main circuit. Each house should ideally have at least two lighting circuits; each protected
by a 5 amp fuse or 6 amp trip in the consumer unit. Shaver units may also be connected to the
lighting circuit treat it as equivalent to one watt lamp - where installed in a bathroom or a room
containing a shower, the shaver unit must incorporate an isolating transformer. Unlike the ring
power circuit, the lighting circuit does not form a loop returning to the consumer unit. The
consumer unit is normally connected to the first lamp, which in turn is connected to the second
lamp and so on. The cable used is a 1sq mm PVC twin core and earth rated for up to 12 amps. It
consists of a red insulated core for live, black insulated core for neutral with a bare earth
conductor between them. The three conductors are laid side by side within a PVC sheath. When
connecting the cable, the exposed earth connector must be covered with a sleeve coloured
yellow and green to denote that it's an earth. The lighting cable is routed from the consumer
unit to a series of lighting points for ceiling roses or wall light fittings. The power to each lamp
is connected via a wall or ceiling mounted switch. Some light units incorporate their own
switch, for these fittings, the power circuit is then connected directly to the fitting. Most room
lights are controlled by wall mounted toggle switches although alternatively touch sensitive or
rotary light dimmers can be fitted , The cable normally runs down the wall within conduit within
the plaster. A flush fitting wall box is sunk into the wall to take the switch, or alternatively a
surface mounted box is fitted. Multi-switch units enable more than one light to be controlled
from one position. These switches can also be used when new lights are being installed - they
can easily be screwed under a ceiling joist with minimal disturbance to the decorations. There is
a tendency to feel that pull switches are only suitable for bathrooms etc. When a new light is to
be positioned over a work surface or even an external light fitted, there is no reason why a pull
switch should not be mounted in any convenient position. Systems using the ceiling roses
make all the connections at the ceiling rose. While this removes the need for one junction box
per lamp, it is often more awkward for the average diy'er. The junction boxes are generally
located between the ceiling joists or under floorboards close to the switch. Junction box type
connections are required for fluorescent lights and other fittings that do not use a ceiling rose.
Always isolate any electrical circuit before working on the circuit. Electrical wiring in the United
Kingdom is commonly understood to be an electrical installation for operation by end users
within domestic, commercial, industrial, and other buildings, and also in special installations
and locations, such as marinas or caravan parks. Electrical wiring is ultimately regulated to
ensure safety of operation, by such as the building regulations , currently legislated as the
Building Regulations , which lists "controlled services" such as electric wiring that must follow
specific directions and standards, and the Electricity at Work Regulations The detailed rules for
end-use wiring followed for practical purposes are those of BS Requirements for Electrical
Installations. IET Wiring Regulations , currently in its 18th edition, which provide the detailed
descriptions referred to by legislation. UK electrical wiring standards are largely harmonised
with the regulations in other European countries and the international IEC standard. However,
there are a number of specific national practices, habits and traditions that differ significantly
from other countries, and which in some cases survived harmonisation. These include the use
of ring circuits for domestic and light commercial fixed wiring, fused plugs , and for circuits
installed prior to harmonisation, historically unique wiring colours. The standard wiring colours
in the UK are as of [update] the same as elsewhere in Europe and follow international standard
IEC The standard colours in fixed wiring were harmonised in with the regulations in other
European countries and the international IEC standard. For a transitional period April â€” March
either set of colours were allowed but not both , provided that any changes in the colour
scheme are clearly labelled. From April , only the new colours should be used for any new
wiring. The UK changed colour codes three decades after most other European countries, as in
the change of neutral and phase colours was not considered safe by the IEE. Blue, previously
used as a phase colour, is now the colour for neutral. Black, which was previously used for
neutral, now indicates a phase. Household wiring does not usually use three-phase supplies
and the clash only occurs in three-phase systems. Wiring to the old standard can be detected
by use of a red wire. The new standard colour code does not use red. Where new wiring is
mixed with old, cables must be clearly marked to prevent interchange of phase and neutral.
There is a long history of colour changes; prior to white was used instead of yellow as the
second phase, and before World War II, a black earth and a green third phase in place of green
earth and white phase was permitted. The regulations permitted and still do the use of any wire

colour that is not an earth colour, providing it is unambiguously identified at all connections by
clear labelling or by correctly coloured over-sleeving. It was not uncommon on commercial
builds of the s with a three phase supply for the phase colours red, yellow, blue to be used
throughout single phase sub circuits thus indicating the phase origin of the supply, in this case
no over-sleeving was used and can give rise to confusion when encountered today. Direct
current mains supplies are only of historical interest in the UK but the colour coding was red for
live and black for earthed regardless of the polarity. Hardly any loads were polarity sensitive
when direct current systems were introduced principally incandescent lighting, heating systems
or series direct current motors and it was considered more important to identify the live wire
than the polarity. Where all three wires were available, the historical colour code was red
positive , black middle and white negative. The negative line changed to yellow in , and then to
blue in The colour of the outer sheath is currently grey, or white for low halogen material.
Previously cables from different manufacturers were available variously in grey or white, with
no significance attached to the sheath colour. The grey colour was adopted by cable
manufacturers to match older lead sheathed flat cables, with some manufacturers using a silver
grey polyvinyl chloride. UK fixed wiring circuits, unlike those found in almost all other
countries, make widespread use of ring circuit designs, as well as radial circuit designs often
seen in other countries. This was one of the recommendations of the Electrical Installations
Committee, convened in as part of the Post War Building Studies programme, which in
determined that the ring final circuit offered a more efficient and lower cost method to support a
greater number of sockets. Lighting circuits, which typically have lower power requirements,
are usually radially wired, confusingly sometimes called "loop" wiring. In both ring and radial
circuits, the circuit wiring starts at a consumer unit or distribution board , and traverses in turn
a number of sockets or devices point-to-point style , before terminating. The difference is that a
radial circuit simply ends upon reaching the last connected device in any branch, whereas in a
ring circuit the termination is made by rejoining the end of the circuit from the last device back
to its starting point. A ring circuit therefore forms a continuous ring, while a radial may be a
simple linear chain, though it may split and have several branches. This means that in a ring
there are two independent paths from the supply to every device. Ideally, the ring acts like two
radial circuits proceeding in opposite directions around the ring, the dividing point between
them dependent on the distribution of load in the ring. If the load is evenly split across the two
directions, the current in each direction is half of the total, allowing the use of wire with half the
current-carrying capacity. The innovation that made ring circuits feasible in the UK was the
fused plug to BS with its "square pin" format. BS plugs may be fitted with a range of fuses up to
13A. This means that every load plugged in is covered by an appropriate protective device at
the socket, so that the whole ring may then be protected by usually a 32A breaker at the
distribution panel. In contrast, circuits feeding any other kind of socket outlet need to be
protected by a breaker that will not allow the socket's rating to be exceeded, and so the radial
circuits generally used with outlets such as the European Schuko style outlets generally have to
be protected by a 16A breaker at the distribution panel; this limits the total load on the circuit
and hence such circuits tend to have fewer socket outlets. Cables are most commonly a single
outer sheath containing separately-insulated line and neutral wires, and a non-insulated
protective earth to which sleeving is added when exposed. Standard sizes have a conductor
cross sectional area of 1, 1. Sizes of 1 or 1. The earthing conductor is uninsulated since it is not
intended to have any voltage difference from surrounding earthed articles. Additionally, if the
insulation of a line or neutral wire becomes damaged, then the wire is more likely to earth itself
on the bare earth conductor and in doing so either trip the RCD or burn the fuse out by drawing
too much current. Earthing and bonding are used together to provide shock protection by
avoiding a dangerous combination of magnitude and duration of the voltage to which people
may be exposed in the event of a fault within the installation or outside the installation.
Exposure may be from e. Examples of faults are an insulation failure between a line conductor
and a metallic frame of an appliance within the installation, a break in a combined
protective-earth and neutral conductor in the supply, or an insulation fault in the supply
transformer causing the whole low-voltage system to rise in potential. In the event of an
insulation fault from a live conductor to an appliance's metal frame an ECP , the frame
couldâ€”if not so connectedâ€”be dangerous if touched by someone who is also for example
standing outside on the ground, or standing inside on a concrete floor, or holding a tap whose
pipe connects it electrically into the ground. Protective earthing limits the combination of
magnitude and duration of the dangerous voltage that could exist between the ECP and the
earth itself. In conventional installations in the UK the voltage between an appliance frame and
the earth itself during a zero-impedance fault has a dangerous magnitude: it might be reduced
to about half of the V line-earth voltage, which is well above the 50 V usually accepted as safe

for an AC system, or it might be nearly V in a TT system with a poor earth electrode for the
installation. The duration of this voltage must therefore be limited, which is done by "automatic
disconnection of supply" ADS either by overcurrent protection devices OCPDs , or by residual
current devices RCDs that specifically detect the current escaping from the intended circuit,
allowing them to have a far lower tripping current. In TT systems it is almost always necessary
to have an RCD, as earth electrodes usually have many times higher resistance than a typical
supply cable, so earth-fault currents are relatively low. However, the connection to the earth
itself is always relevant, since the earth forms a mildly conductive surface that we cannot easily
avoid e. In TT systems the installation's earth electrode needs to have low enough impedance to
operate protection if a safe voltage usually taken as 50 V between the installation and remote
earth is exceeded; in TN systems the system's neutral point needs a low resistance connection
to earth to prevent a fault between a line conductor and some unintended earth electrode from
displacing the neutral-point potential to a dangerous level compared to the earth. Bonding is the
connection of conductive parts together, to reduce the voltage between them. This is an
important measure for electric shock protection. When this protective function is the purpose of
bonding, BS describes the bonding by the term "protective equipotential bonding"; this does
not mean that the bonding guarantees perfect equipotentiality, but just that it reduces the
differences of potential. In the following, this formal term is abbreviated to "bonding". Without
adequate bonding, dangerous voltages could arise between conductive parts that can be
touched simultaneously, either due to problems outside the installation, or to faults in the
installation. These parts could otherwise introduce potentials that are different from the
potential of the installation's earthing system. The main bonding avoids dangerous differences
in potential being introduced into the installation, between e. Supplementary bonding connects
simultaneously touchable conductive parts in local parts of an installation: the parts may be
pairs of ECPs on different circuits, or an ECP and extraneous conductive parts. This reduces
the voltage between them, even in fault conditions. Supplementary bonding is particularly used
in situations such as bathrooms, where body resistance is low and therefore requires
magnitude and duration of touch voltages to be very limited. In special circumstances not
domestic installations bonding with deliberate lack of connection to earth earth free local
equipotential bonding may be used. Bonding, by the IEC terminology used in BS , should not be
seen as just an extra to earthing. In recent US practice, which differs considerably from IEC
principles and terminology, "bonding" is used more widely as a term for all the aspects of
earthing that are not literally connections with the earth itself "grounding" ; so the connection
of protective earth conductors to the supply neutral since the TN-C-S system is the only
permitted form in their residential installations is now named bonding rather than earthing. This
is not the case in the UK. A domestic supply typically consists of a large cable connected to a
service head, the sealed box containing the main supply fuse, treated as the supply to the
premises. Separate line and neutral cables tails go from here to an electricity meter , and often
an earth conductor too. More tails proceed from the meter into the consumer side of the
installation and into a consumer unit distribution board , or in some cases to a Henley block a
splitter box used in low voltage electrical engineering, slang named for W. The distribution
board a. In a UK-style board, breaker positions are numbered top to bottom in the left-hand
column, then top to bottom in the right column. Three phase power is usually supplied as
needed, for commercial and industrial premises. While three phase loads take balanced power
from the three phases, any single phase loads are distributed to ensure equal loading of the
three phases. Each row of breakers in the distribution board is fed from a different phase L1, L2,
and L3 , to allow 3-pole common-trip breakers to have one pole on each phase. Single-pole
switches are most commonly used to control circuits. These switches isolate only the line
conductor feeding the load and are used for lighting and other smaller loads. For larger loads
like air conditioners , cookers, water heaters and other fixed appliances a double-pole switch is
used, which isolates also the neutral, for more safety. A three-pole isolator or circuit breaker is
used for three-phase loads, for devices with both permanent and switched supplies such as
bathroom extractor fans and also at the distribution board to isolate all the phases as well as
the neutral. Many accessories for electrical installations e. Accessories in the BS format are
only available in a comparatively limited range of designs and lack the product diversity and
design sophistication found in other European markets. The UK installation-accessory industry
is therefore occasionally criticised for being overly conservative. For higher currents or
three-phase supplies, IEC sockets are to be used instead. Flexible appliance cords require
protection at a lower current than that provided by the ring circuit overcurrent protection
device. In the case of permanently connected equipment, a fused connection unit FCU [6] to BS
is used, this may include an isolator switch and a neon bulb to indicate if the equipment is
powered. Note, it is not intended that the fuse should protect the appliance itself, for which it is

still necessary for the appliance designer to take the necessary precautions. Multiple socket
accessories may be protected with a fuse within the socket assembly. The selection of
conductors must be made taking into consideration both the maximum voltage drop allowed at
the load end and also the current carrying capacity of the conductor. Conductor size and
voltage drop tables are available to determine the selection, which will be based on the load
current supplied. The choice of circuit breaker is also based on the normal rated current of the
circuit. Modern circuit breakers have overload and short circuit current protection combined.
The overload protection is for protection of the equipment against sustained small-to-medium
increase in current above the rated current, while short circuit protection is for the protection of
the conductors against high over-currents due to short circuits. For domestic circuits the
following choices are typically adopted for selecting conductor and circuit breaker sizes. For
distribution boards the incomer circuit breaker rating depends on the current demand at that
board. For this the maximum demand and diversity are taken into consideration, based on
which the probable current is calculated. Diversity is the condition that all appliances are not
likely to be working all at the same time or at their maximum ratings. From this the maximum
demand is calculated and the currents are added to determine the load current and hence the
rating of the circuit breaker. IEE recommends these current demands and diversity factors for
various loads to determine the load current and rating of overcurrent protective device. For
such rooms, four special zones are defined, [7] in which additional protection is required for
electrical facilities:. Previously, in zone 1, only separated extra-low voltage SELV devices were
permitted. Any AC transformer supplying such a device must be located outside zones 0â€”2. If
water jets are likely to occur, at least IPX5 is required in zones 1â€”3. Otherwise, in zone 3 and
beyond, an ingress protection rating of IP20 is the minimum required. Shaving sockets with
isolating transformer are permitted in zone 2 if direct spray from a shower is unlikely, even if
they are only IP Before the regulations, such shaving sockets were the only sockets permitted
in a bathroom or shower room. As the new regulations require all general purpose sockets not
for use by skilled or instructed persons to be RCD protected, this effectively permits normal
wiring in the larger bathroom. Earlier British wiring rules in bathrooms used to be far more
restrictive, leading to British peculiarities in bathrooms such as the use of cord switches. The
edition of the wiring regulations is more flexible now, placing restrictions on bathroom
installations that are now similar to those in other European countries. For use outdoors or in
other wet locations but not bathrooms special sockets are made. These can be divided into
three main groups: industrial sockets , which are totally different from the standard sockets;
sockets with the same pinout as normal sockets but that will only seal properly when the
correct plug and socket are used together e. Since , all sockets for general use should be RCD
protected, removing the questions that used to arise, such as if a socket by the door might
power a lawnmower does it need an RCD? The risk of electrical shock on construction sites can
be reduced by several measures, including reduction of the normal volt distribution voltage to
volts for electrical lighting and power tools. By using a centre-tapped transformer , each
conductor of the circuit is only at 55 volts with respect to earth. This reduces the chance of
dangerous electrical shock when using power tools in wet locations. In sites where hazardous
flammable gases or liquids are present, special wiring rules are applied to reduce the
probability of a spark igniting a fire or explosion. These are very similar to the fundamental
principles defined in international standard IEC -1 and equivalent national standards in other
countries. Accepted ways for fulfilling this legal requirement include:. In Scotland , the Building
Scotland Regulations apply. Installations in commercial and industrial premises must satisfy
various safety legislation, such as the Electricity at Work Regulations All new electrical work in
England and Wales within a domestic setting must comply with Part P [13] of the Building
Regulations first introduced on 1 January , which are legally enforceable. One way of achieving
this is to apply British Standard BS the "Wiring Regulations" , including carrying out adequate
inspection and testing to this standard of the completed works. Electrical work does not have to
be compliant with BS , but if a casualty or fatality occurs as a direct result of that electrical
work, and this results in a legal action, then it may be necessary to justify major deviations from
the principles of BS and other appropriate standards. Some of the restrictions first introduced
with the version of Part P of the Building Regulations were highly controversial, especially the
rules surrounding work carried out by unregistered electricians, builders and DIYers. Under the
new regulations, commencement of any work other than simple changes became notifiable to
the local building control authority; "other than simple" in this context meant any work in a
kitchen or bathroom other than like-for-like replacement, work in other areas more than just
adding extra lights or sockets to an existing circuit, or meeting certain other criteria, such as
outdoor wiring. To coincide with the new regulations, the Government approved several
professional bodies to award "competent persons" status to enterprises which meet the

minimum agreed criteria for Scheme entry. Scheme membership allows an enterprise to
"self-certify" work that they carry out without the requirement to have undergone any formal
installation training or to hold relevant qualifications in electrical installation practices - since
practical competence can be assessment-based only. The minimum criteria for Scheme entry
are set by the EAS Committee, on which all of the commercial enterprises running Competent
Persons Schemes are actively represented. The local authority 's building control must be
informed of any notifiable work carried out by someone who is not registered under this
scheme before it is started unless it is an emergency and must subsequently be approved by
them. Originally, it was widely understood by some local authorities that inspection by a
qualified person leading to authority approval must be organised and paid for by the
home-owner or person responsible for the site and this caused some considerable criticism. On
6 April , Part P was amended to clarify the requirements around certification of DIY work or work
completed by someone otherwise unable to self-certify and to "make enforcement more
proportionate to the risk". The amendment made it clear that it is the responsibility of the
building control authority to issue the necessary certificate a Building Regulations Completion
Certificate once work has been completed. Any inspection required to safely issue that
certificate must be determined by, and paid for by, the building control authority. This can be
done "in house" or they may contract the work out to a specialist body. Although any
inspections are at the expense of the building authority, notification of building work is a formal
process and a building control fee is payable. In some cases the installation of 12 V
downlighters is notifiable whereas the installation of V mains downlighters is not. This is
because 12 V downlighters draw high currents, in comparison with a mains voltage lamp with
the same power rating, and that combined with the wrong choice of cable could lead to a fire.
Additionally, whilst the Building Regulations apply equally to anyone carrying out electrical
work in dwellings, without appropriate knowledge and test equipment it is not possible to
ensure that the work carried out is safe. Registered Scheme members must issue appropriate
certification for each job. Later revisions of part P latest is retain the requirement to work to an
appropriate standard, but have relaxed the requirements on both certification and notification
for many more types of minor works, and crucially also permit a member of an approved body
to inspect and 'sign off' notifiable aspects of any work of a third party such as DIYer whose
work is of a suitable standard. This is intended to free up local authorities, who often do not
have suitably qualified building control staff themselves. Due to uncertainty about who then
becomes responsible for any hidden wiring, very few electricians are happy to sign off an
installation that they have not been party to from the outset, and been able to agree stages to
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power plugs and sockets Cable tray Electrical conduit Mineral-insulated copper-clad cable
Multiway switching Steel wire armoured cable Ring main unit Ring circuit
Thermoplastic-sheathed cable. Simple House Wiring Diagram Examples â€” simple house
wiring diagram examples, simple house wiring diagram examples pdf, simple house wiring
diagram examples uk, Every electric arrangement is composed of various distinct components.
Each component ought to be set and linked to different parts in particular way. So as to be
certain that the electric circuit is constructed correctly, Simple House Wiring Diagram Examples
is required. How can this diagram help with circuit construction? The diagram offers visual
representation of the electric structure. However, the diagram is a simplified variant of the

arrangement. It makes the process of building circuit simpler. This diagram gives advice of
circuit components as well as their placements. The first component is emblem that indicate
electrical component in the circuit. A circuit is generally composed by various components. The
other thing which you will discover a circuit diagram could be traces. Lines in the diagram show
how each component connects to a another. The rankings of circuit components are
comparative, not accurate. The arrangement is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics.
Diagram only reveals where to place component in a place relative to other elements inside the
circuit. One thing that you must learn before studying a circuit diagram would be the symbols.
The most common elements are capacitor, resistorbattery. Additionally, there are other
components like ground, switch, engine, and inductor. Everything depends on circuit that is
being constructed. Sometimes, the wires will cross. But, it does not mean connection between
the cables. Injunction of two wires is generally indicated by black dot in the junction of 2 lines.
Colours are also used to differentiate wires. Usually, there are two chief sorts of circuit
connections. The first one is called string connection. Because of that the electric current in
each part is similar while voltage of this circuit is complete of voltage in each component.
Parallel relationship is more complicated compared to series one. Unlike in string connection,
the voltage of every component is similar. It is because the element is directly linked to power
supply. This circuit includes branches which are passed by distinct electric current levels. The
present joins together when the branches meet. There are numerous things that an engineer
needs to focus on if drawing wirings diagram. To begin with, the symbols utilized in the diagram
ought to be accurate. It should represent the specific component needed to build a planned
circuit. After the logo is incorrect or uncertain, the circuit will not function as it is supposed to.
Meanwhile the negative source symbol is put under it. The current flows in the left to right.
Along with that, diagram drawer is advised to restrict the number of line crossing. The line and
element placement ought to be designed to decrease it. But if it is unavoidable, use universal
symbol to indicate if there is a intersection or when the lines are not really connected. As you
can see drawing and translating Simple House Wiring Diagram Examples may be complicated
task on itself. The advice and tips that were elaborated above ought to be a fantastic kick start,
though. Simple House Wiring Diagram Examples. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump
wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every
electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be placed and
linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be set and
linked to other parts in particular way. If not, the arrangement will notâ€¦. Riding Lawn Mower
Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram,
murray riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch
wiring diagram, Every electric structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Each component
ought toâ€¦. Related Post to Simple House Wiring Diagram Examples Pool Pump Wiring
Diagram Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring
diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various
different parts. Trailer Brake Controller Wiring Diagram. Rv Wiring Diagram. House wiring
diagrams including floor plans as part of electrical project can be found at this part of our
website. Learning those pictures will help you better understand the basics of home wiring and
could implement these principles in practise. Many of us are wondering if the electrical wiring is
safety in their homes, how good is the connections and how safety is a fuse box. Probably
some of us would like to get some knowledge how to do the electrical wiring in the property
before they contact an electrical company asking for the quote. Please note that it is expected
that the person carrying out work in accordance with this guide will be competent to do so. For
simple electrical installations we commonly use this house wiring diagram. On example shown
you can find out the type of a cable used to supply a feed to every particular circuit in a home,
the type and rating of circuit breakers - devices supposed to protect your installation from
overload or short current. As you can see all the installation is divided to 7 can be more
different circuits to provide safely isolating the supply without the need of interrupting the
supply to other circuits. Make sure that each device used for isolating should be clearly
identified which circuit it belongs to by durable labels fixed at the consumer unit. Do not feed
light circuit using 2. For cooker or inductive hobs use at least 6mm or 10mm cable depending
on the consumption of the appliances and 10mm cable is to be used to supply the feed to
electric shower. In the example above we provided the most common home wiring diagram for 2
bedrooms flat, showing the wiring diagram for the lighting circuits on a different scheme for
easy understanding of the routes of the cables through the property. The wiring diagram for the
3 bedroom flats or 5 bedroom houses will be slightly different due to the size of the property
and quantity of sockets installed. See also: Ligth switch wiring diagram Ryefield Distribution
Boards Does your property need a complete rewire? House wiring diagram. Most commonly

used diagram for home wiring in the UK. Tips According to PriceDevils. Rewiring your house
would have to be done by a trained, qualified electrician, who would then issue a certificate to
the householder, and notify Building Control - they record the work and issue a Building
Regulations Compliance Certificate. When you constantly face problems with blowing fuses or
tripping RCDs show that there is something wrong with the wiring. To avoid any trouble with
electricity you best decision would be to make a rewiring. See also Ligth switch wiring diagram
Wiring your house. Planning cable runs. Part One. Wiring your house. Part Two. Sockets wiring
diagram For simple electrical installations we commonly use this house wiring diagram. Lights
wiring diagram As you can see all the installation is divided to 7 can be more different circuits
to provide safely isolating the supply without the need of interrupting the supply to other
circuits. Typical circuits wiring diagram In the example above we provided the most common
home wiring diagram for 2 bedrooms flat, showing the wiring diagram for the lighting circuits on
a different scheme for easy understanding of the routes of the cables through the property. Get
in touch Tel. At worst, faulty electrics can be a serious fire hazard and can lead to injury or
electrocution. This is why electrics were brought in to the building regulations under Part P.
Existing wiring installations are not covered, but if you make significant alterations or new
additions to the wiring in your home, the regulations come into force. Ideally, you will get an
idea of what work is required and an estimate of the likely cost so that you can take this into
account when assessing the feasibility of the project and how much to offer. Even if you already
own the property you are renovating, it is important to know early on if any rewiring work will be
necessary, as it can be very disruptive to the fabric and decor of the building, and so is best
completed early on, before any re-plastering or redecorating work takes place. Need more
expert advice and inspiration for your project? You should be able to tell if a house has been
rewired recently by inspecting exposed parts of the wiring and by the electricity meter and fuse
box now known as the consumer unit. You can ask to do this when being shown around a
property you are thinking of buying, or by inspecting your home. With two or more sets of
circuits, it can be very difficult to know if all of them have been disconnected when undertaking
work and this is unsafe. Modern electrical installations are wired in PVCu insulated cable
coloured grey or white, and a modern consumer unit will have circuit breakers and residual
circuit devices RCDs. Even older PVCu cable may need replacing if it is not twin earthed cabling
with a second earth cable running within the outer sleeve , but this may only be evident if you
are able to remove a switch or socket faceplate and look closely. Checking for this conducting
the viewing, and certainly is not advisable unless you are able to turn off the mains first. If you
are in any doubt, assume that a total rewire is required and budget accordingly. It may be that
the system can be improved for less money by upgrading earthing and cross bonding. Rewiring
a property is messy, disruptive work. Those runs of wires go everywhere: under floors, through
walls and across ceilings, so first fix is best done without carpets or furniture, so floorboards
can be lifted and ceilings cut into. To position new sockets and switches at legally correct
heights, plaster generally needs to be chased into, too. Additions mid-way through are costly
and time consuming. One way to prepare is by drawing a plan of your home with each room on
graph paper and marking up the position of beds, sofas, kitchen units and so on. You can then
consider the lighting and switches required. Little things like under-cabinet and bedside lighting
are easy to do when planned from the start, but costly to undertake later. As well as thinking
about task, mood and feature lighting, remember smoke and heat alarms, garden RCD safety
sockets and external security lights. In terms of electrics, this means mood lighting, surround
sound, high-speed Wi-Fi, kitchen gadgets and TVs in the bathroom. Electrical circuits must be
up to the job â€” and you need to plan ahead. Do you want ethernet cable to every room to
ensure uninterrupted Wi-Fi or perhaps just living spaces and bedrooms? Will you want
speakers in each room or a security system? Full rewires usually happen when homes are
empty, but for hardened homeowners it is possible to live in one room while having works
happen around you. Get your electrician to install the new consumer unit and prep your
habitable room with a temporary supply of sockets. Very often, a full rewire can be avoided,
however; providing the existing cabling is sound and able to carry any additional loads, it also
may be possible to upgrade it by adding a modern consumer unit, proper earthing
arrangements and cross bonding. A kitchen rewire may take two days, a three-bed semi
probably two days to first fix, then the same again to second fix. A larger property will take
much longer. All of this work will cause major disruption and so it is best not to try and live
around the work if possible. As well as installing new cabling, first fix stage will involve fitting
new back boxes for all sockets and switches. It is also worth redesigning the wiring plan for
sockets and switches to make sure it meets your needs and those of modern housebuyers.
Think about specifying two-way or even three-way switching for hallways and landings and
other rooms with more than one main access. For a high-value property, consider adding a

separate 2 amp circuit with separate switching for table and standard lamps in the main living
rooms and principal bedrooms. It may also be worth considering adding automated lighting,
home network cablings, speaker cabling and other modern technology. If the mains connection
and meter needs moving, this will have to be undertaken by the local electricity utility company.
There will be a charge and several weeks notice will be needed. Once the first fix stage has been
completed, the property can be re-plastered or the walls and ceilings filled and made good, and
the flooring replaced. The second fix work can then proceed fitting sockets and switch plates,
light fittings, the consumer unit and wiring any electric fans, cookers, extractor hoods, electric
showers and the immersion heater, if there is a hot water storage cylinder. Earth bonding will
ensure that if a fault should occur causing the metal plumbing, bath, taps, radiators or boiler
casing to become live, i. The reason the lack of earth bonding is often missed is because it does
not affect the functioning of the electrical circuits in the house. To see if your project has been
earth bonded, look underneath the sink or bath for metal clamps around the copper pipes with
green and yellow striped earth cable attached. All pipes in and out of the boiler and heating
systems need earth bonding. If you are building with plastic pipe instead of copper, you do not
need to earth appliances but you have to earth the mains stopcock. If this is not the case, then
arrange for this work to be done as it is a crucial safety requirement. There are special
restrictions on electrical work in wet areas where there is the greatest danger of electrocution.
No power sockets are allowed other than shaver sockets, which must be located away from the
splash zone from showers. Switches within a bathroom should be pull-cord operation, or
IR-type switches powered by battery or with just a very lowvoltage signal cable, such as Cat5e.
Electrical appliances to be used in wet or damp places except shaver points , including electric
showers, light fittings and ventilation fans, must have levels of moisture and mechanical
protection, known as IP or Ingress Protection numbers. The IP rating has the letters IP followed
by two characters. The first specifies the degree of protection against particles or solid objects.
The second specifies the degree of protection against liquids. The I. Wiring regulations BS
Section has mandatory requirements for areas containing a bath or shower. These safety
standards are measured in zones, with the requirements for each zone being based on the
perceived degree of risk of electric shock. There are four zone categories: 0, 1, 2 and 3. A
minimum rating of IPX4 is required. Where water jets are not to be used for cleaning purposes,
the general rules of BS apply. For detailed information, refer to the I. Wiring regulations BS
Section For the latest I. You can still undertake minor additions or alterations to existing
circuits, such as adding a new socket or light fitting without having to make a Building
Regulations application, providing it is not in a wet area, such as a kitchen or bathroom,
outdoors, or connected directly into the consumer unit. Repairs, replacements and maintenance
work are not notifiable. They will check the work complies with the regulations and issue a
safety certificate. There is a risk with this approach, both from a safety and a financial
perspective. Remember that the wiring regulations require all cables buried in walls to run
either vertically or horizontally from sockets. This really helps the follow-on trades who may be
screwing fixings into walls for curtain rails, radiators, shelving or kitchen units. Some amateurs
run cable at angles across walls in order to save a little cable without realising the potential
danger this may cause. Electricians usually prefer to work on a supply-and-fix basis, meaning
they provide labour and materials wiring, back boxes etc. For at least the first fix stage, many
electrical wholesalers will only sell to the trade. For second fix, most electricians will be happy
for you to supply your own sockets, switches and light fittings, although you must let them
know that you intend to do this. Electricians usually work to a fixed price, although it is usual to
agree rates for each additional power point, switch or light fitting added. The price will be
calculated using measured rates according to how long they expect the work to take, how many
circuits there are and the number of power points, light fittings and switches. They will also take
into account whether the work is a new build or extension, in which case they can just face-fix
the circuits, or a renovation, in which case they may have to lift floors and chase out
plasterwork to conceal the wiring which, therefore, takes longer and costs more. You can try
and keep costs down with a friendly electrician by prepping everything for them, such as
chasing out plasterwork, lifting floorboards and generally making access easy to save time. As
long as both you and your electrician are aware at the start of works of the division of tasks, the
competent renovator can chase plaster out to exactly where they want sockets and switches,
buy the switches, sockets and lighting and maybe even assist with the installation. Our
sponsors. Get the latest news, expert advice and product inspiration straight to your inbox.
Contact me with news and offers from other Future brands. Receive email from us on behalf of
our trusted partners or sponsors. Thank you for signing up to Homebuilding. You will receive a
verification email shortly. There was a problem. Please refresh the page and try again. Most
Read Most Shared. The consumer unit or commonly known as fuse box is the heart of a home

wiring installation. It is usually mounted near the energy meter. A modern consumer unit as
pictured above houses modular electrical devices called circuit breakers. The main switch
functions like a master switch that is able to isolate the incoming electrical power supply to the
house. After the main switch the incoming power supply is split to several circuits such as
power, light and appliance. When the circuit draws current above the MCB rated current, the
MCB trips and turns off the power to protect the devices on that circuit. In modern homes,
consumer units are also equipped with a residual current device RCD. RCD is a sensitive safety
device that switches off electricity when it detects a fault. Circuits that powers outdoor devices
must be installed with RCD protection. Every circuit breaker is then labelled carefully so that the
circuits can be identified and isolated when work needs to be done on them. Cables that are
used in home wiring are separated into three copper wires, live, neutral and earth. Electrical
current flows to electrical devices along the live wire and flows back along the neutral wire. The
earth wire which is located between the live and neutral wire provides a safe escape route for
leakage current from a circuit as a result of electrical fault or poor connection. With the
progression of wiring standards over the years, there are several electrical wiring colour coding
used in homes around UK. The colour coding for current wiring standard is highlighted above. It
is important that the wiring is done in accordance with BS Wiring Regulations. To ensure safety,
it is important to make sure the wiring is in good condition. The average lifespan for wiring is
around years and the condition deteriorates over time. Some properties in UK are currently still
using wiring with old colour coding. This is a sign that the wiring is quite old and it needs to be
tested or updated. Radial circuit is a single cable run from a consumer unit circuit breaker to a
number of electrical devices and terminates at the last device. The current rating of a radial
circuit limits the area the circuit can supply. For example, a 20A radial circuit can supply up to
50 square metres and 32A radial circuit can supply up to square metres. Ring main circuit starts
from the consumer unit, connects to a number of electrical devices typically sockets and then
returns to the consumer unit. Electrical current can flow from either end of the ring. This
increases the current carrying capacity without increasing the wiring size. The ring main is
typically 32A in rating which allows it to power an area of square metres. Spur is a short branch
of cable from existing ring main circuit. The branch can stem from an existing electrical device
or from a junction box as pictured above. Every unfused spur can only supply one socket or
connection unit. The total number of spurs cannot exceed the number of devices on a ring main
circuit. High current hard wired appliance such as cooker, hot water unit and electric shower
require dedicated circuits from the consumer unit. These circuits have higher gauge wiring and
protected by high rating circuit breakers. Cookers are typically controlled by a cooker control
unit and other hard wired appliances controlled by connection units. The switches for the
connection unit are typically double pole, meaning it switches both live and neutral at the same
time. Earthing and bonding must be implemented in accordance with BS to ensure the safety of
the wiring installation. Both earthing and bonding uses the yellow and green wire colour coding.
Earthing is required in every home wiring installation to protect you against electrical shocks.
Electrical current always uses the shortest path to flow from the electrical fault to the ground. If
the human body comes in contact, it can become the shortest path to ground and lead to
potentially fatal incident. If a fault happens on a properly earthed circuit, the electric current will
flow through earth wire to ground and this will trigger the circuit breaker in consumer unit to cut
off the power supply instantaneously. Bonding is a connection of all metal components to the
earth circuit. Taking the image above as an example, if you were to touch the faulty cooker and
then touch a metal tap in your kitchen, you would be the earth path and could receive a
potentially life threatening electric shock. The lack of bonding could create a chain effect that
makes all metal parts, including metal water pipes, in a home to carry live electrical current.
This is an overview of a typical UK home wiring. All circuits begin from the consumer unit.
There are 3 main kinds of circuits: Ring main Radial circuit Hard wired appliance circuit.
Product must be installed by a competent person e. Switch off main power at the consumer
unit. Remove the circuit fuse to isolate the circuit you are working on and keep the fuse in a
secure location to avoid accidental replacement. Turn off the circuit breaker of the circuit you
are working on and lock it if possible. Place a note in a visible location to advise that you are
working on the circuit. Make sure the circuit is not live by checking it with a socket tester or
voltage tester. Consumer Unit. Radial Circuit. Ring Main. Appliance Circuit. Electrical Wiring
Devices. Home Wiring Guide. Home Network Guide. Terminate Your Cables. Indoor Antenna
Guide. Outdoor Antenna Guide. Light Selection Guide. Lighting Inspiration. Wiring Diagrams for
Light Switches- Numerous diagrams for light switches including: switch loop, dimmer, switched
receptacles, a switch combo device, two light switches in one box and more. Wiring Diagrams
for 3-Way Switches- Diagrams for 3-way switch circuits including: with the light at the
beginning, middle, and end, a 3-way dimmer, multiple lights, controlling a receptacle, and

troubleshooting tips. Wiring Diagrams for Multiple Receptacles- Diagrams for wiring multiple
receptacles including circuits for duplex receptacles and ground fault interrupters. Wiring
Diagrams for Two Outlets in One Box- Wiring for two receptacles, two switches, and a
receptacle outlet and switch in the same box. GFCI Outlet Switch Wiring- Diagrams include
wiring for a garbage disposal or light fixture controlled by the combo switch with both protected
and unprotected arrangements. Switched Receptacle Wiring Diagrams- Wiring diagrams for a
switch to control a receptacle with various arrangements and multiple receptacles in the same
circuit. Diagrams to Add a New Light Fixture- Wiring to add a light from an existing switch or
receptacle circuit. Diagrams to add a New Receptacle- Wiring diagrams to add an outlet from an
existing switch or receptacle. Doorbell Wiring Diagrams- Wiring for hardwired and battery
powered doorbells including adding an AC adapter to power an old house door bell. Lamp
Wiring Diagrams- Wiring for a standard table lamp, a 3-way socket, and an antique lamp with
four bulbs and two switches. Adding a New Electric Wall Outlet- How to run cable behind a
baseboard to add a new receptacle outlet. Making a Pigtail Splice- How to strip and slice
electrical wires in a junction box. How to Wire Outlets and Switches- How to choose and replace
light switches and duplex receptacle outlets. Running Cable Behind Walls- Methods for finding
an electrical source and running new cable in walls and ceilings. Framing a New Ceiling FanInstalling framing and hanging a new ceiling fan and light kit. Formula for Calculating AmpsUsing volts and current ratings to calculate watts drawn by an appliance, includes a chart of
standard wattage ratings for household devices and appliances. Electrical Glossary for a
household systems. Home Page. The important components of typical home electrical wiring
including code information and optional circuit considerations are explained as we look at each
area of the home as it is being wired. The home electrical wiring diagrams start from this main
plan of an actual home which was recently wired and is in the final stages. These links will take
you to the typical areas of a home where you will find the electrical codes and considerations
needed when taking on a home wiring project. A Series of Articles about How to Install Home
Electrical Wiring Your home electrical wiring diagrams should reflect code requirements which
help you enjoy lower energy bills when you implement energy efficiency into your the electrical
project design. Wiring Diagrams, Device Locations and Circuit Planning A typical set of house
plans shows the electrical symbols that have been located on the floor plan but do not provide
any wiring details. It is up to the electrician to examine the total electrical requirements of the
home especially where specific devices are to be located in each area and then decide how to
plan the circuits. The installation of the electrical wiring will depend on the type of structure and
construction methods being used. For example, a stick frame home consisting of standard
wood framing will be wired differently than a SIP or Structured Insulated Panel home because of
access restrictions. This electrical wiring project is a two story home with a split electrical
service which gives the owner the ability to install a private electrical utility meter and charge a
renter for their electrical usage. Due to the separation between floor and the rental possibility
this project was just like wiring two homes because there were separate services for furnaces,
air conditioners etc. What has caused several outlets to stop working? How should I install
electrical wiring inside the walls of my home? Installing Electrical Wiring around Obstacles
inside the walls and ceilings. Ask a Question! Home Electrical Wiring Blueprint and Layout.
Adding Electrical Wiring in the Home How should I install electrical wiring inside the walls of my
home? See more at the Electrical Questions Category Listing. Do You Need Electrical Help?
Your home electrical wiring diagrams should reflect code requirements which help you enjoy
lower energy bills when you implement energy efficiency into your the electrical project design.
Beautiful additions and upgrades to your home may increase the value, while providing tax
incentives for you as you carefully plan your home electrical wiring diagrams. Code
requirements along with energy efficient specifications can enhance your energy saving design
and provide safety features to protect you and your family while enjoying your home project.
Basic Home Wiring Diagrams Fully explained home electrical wiring diagrams with pictures
including an actual set of house plans that I used to wire a new home. Wiring a Range Power
Cord Electric Range Installation with a typical Volt electric power cord wiring system for 3-wire
and 4-wire configurations. Home Improvement Electrical Considerations When planning a home
improvement project of any size special attention should be given to the electrical systems.
Replacing worn out outlets and switches will help, but look at your options for higher efficiency
lighting and code upgrades too. Helping You Wire it Right. Estimated Time: Depends on
personal level experience, ability to work with tools, install electrical circuit wiring, and the
available access to the project area. Electrical Safety: Identify the panel circuits found in the
project area, turn them OFF and Tag them with a Note before working with the electrical wiring.
Electrical Wiring Pa
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rts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials for home wiring projects should be approved
for the specific project and compliant with local and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes
and Inspections: Installing additional home electrical wiring should be done according to local
and national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Recent Testimonials I think your
site offers the the clearest and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on
the net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul,
from Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related
resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an
office worker that does not know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids,
Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I
am glad I found it. Please keep it going.

